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1Introduction

  In Principle Component  Analysis(PCA), local vari-
ations  caused  by facial expressions  are less sigriificant
than  global variations,  e.g.,  lighting conditions,  per-

sonal  differences, etc.  [1] Independent  Component
Analysis(ICA) is argued  tD be more  effective than  PCA
in feature extraction  for .facial expression  recognition,

due to its ability  of  encoding  lecal variations  by per-
forming sparse  coding.[2]

  A  problem  in ICA  is permutation  ambiguity,  i.e., the
derived independent components  are  fully exchange

able  in order,  where  the original  order  provides no  in-
formation on  the signifieance  of  components  in discrim-
ination, As  a  result,  the derived independent  compo-

nents  may  not  be most  distinctive fbr the classification
task, especially  when  only  a  small  subset  of compo-

nents  is derived. One  solution  is to include a process
of  feature selection  into the feature extraction  of  ICA,
Selectien after  performing  ICA,  as  the Best  Individual

feature (BIF) selection  in Ref  [3], limits the  universe

set  for choosing  features, Seiection before perforrning
ICA,  as GEMC  [4] that replaces  PCA  with  MDA  as

preprocessing to ICA  does, still lacks a  mathematical

understanding.  A  natural  way  is to incorporate fea-
ture selection  into ICA.  Especially, we  try to design a

method  to let those cemponents  with  higher degree of
class  separation  emerge  easier  than  others,  The classi-

cal ICA  in Ref.[5] was  shown  to be derivable under  the

scheme  of Maximum  Log-Likelihood (MLL) estimation,
I6] Instead of  using  the  uniform  prior for demixing c}

eMcients  in MLL, we  take the Maximum  a  Posteriori
(MAP) estimation.  A  prior defined on  the degree of
class  separation  is intreduced  to the demixing  coef

ficients, which  in turn  increases the  probability of  the

corresponding  independent component  to be significant
in classification.

  In the present paper, we  include classlfication  infor-
mation  into ICA  to  propose  a supervised  ICA(slCA)

and  derive a  fixed-point learning algorithm  for facial
expression  recognition.  Numerical  experiments  show

that our  method  significantly  improved  the robustness

of  recognition  rate  under  a  median  number  of  indepen-

dent components,  which  is meaningfu1  in speeding  up

the extractien  of  distinctive features.
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2.1

Iibcial Expression  Recognition  by

slCAGenerative

 Model  of  slCA
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Figure 1:
sponding  de-mixing process.
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Generative model  of  slCA  and  the  corre

   Fig. 1 illustrates the generative model  of  slCA. ICA
assumes  that  observed  samples  Y  are  lineaJr mixed  sig-

nals  from O statistically independent sources  S, i.e.,
Y  =  VS, V  is the mixing  matrix  and  VV =  V-i
is the corresponding  de-mixing matrix  that satisfies

S  =  WY.  ICA  tries to estimate  W  to recover  S
from Y. Different from maximizing  the Iog-likelihood
criterion  which  assumes  an  uniform  prior for V, i,e.,
LicA  =  argmaxvlogP(YIV)[6],  we  search  for a  way

to malre  a  selection  of  most  distinctive features during
ICA, by introducing a  priori for the ceeMcients  and

ma)cimizing  the foIlewing MAP  criterion,

      StlicA=argmax[logP(YIV)+logP(V)],  (1)
               v

Note that we  use  P(VIY) =  
PpV"K

 oc P(I4Y)  =

P(YIV)P(V). P(V)  =  P(TV) is defined on  the  degree

 of  separation:

   p(w)==nK(w,)=IIeXp{Aw2;li(Y)wT},  (2)
           q g

where  wg  =  Iwgi,･･･,wqD],LV =  IwT,･･･,wS]T. 4
 is the partition function while  ML  (Y) is defined as

M,(Y)-  k{2ivi,I[!i<k)-yli2-2llyCk`) - y(k)LE2}. (3)
           k lei
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yCk) represents  the mean  vector  for samples  in class  h

and  Y is the mean  value  for all samples.  A is a  hyper-

parameter  introduced to control  the influence of  the

prior. Fbr A >  O, an  independent  component  whose

demixing coeMcients  are of larger degree of class sep-

aration  will  have  a  higher prior probability.

2.2 Fixed-pointslCA

  Different from natural  gradient-based ICA  with

fixed learning rate[7],  fixed-point ICA  provides im-

proved robustness  and  speed  of  corrvergence  by tak-
ing adaptive  learning rate.  Without  loss of  gener-
ality,  we  assume  all saJnple  data {yCki)} are  mean-

centered.  A  prewhitening  preprocessing is first ap-

plied to the sarnple  data Y  to reduce  the complexity

of ICA  by de-correlating sample  data, VVe solve  the
eigen-decomposition  Dn  the covariance  matrix  E{yyT}

as  E{yyT}  =:  UTAU,  where  U  is the matrix  of  eigen-

vectors  and  A  is the diagonal matTix  of  all eigen-

values.  Prewhitened sample  matrix  YPW  is computed

as YPW  =  WP"Y  where  WPW  =  UTAi12U  is the

whitening  matrix.  Independent components  are  then
estimated  by maximizing  the criterion  in Eq.(1) on

pre-whitened  sarnples  YPW. We  further diagonalize the
scatter  matrix  ca(YPW) as op(Yp") =  ATA,(Yr)A,
where  A  is an  D  x  D  orthogonal  matrix  which  satisfies

ATA  -  I,

  If we  let tb =  wAT  which  is a  1 ×D  vector,  we  rewrite

the prior in Eq.(2) as

     p(wpw)  -  ll R.(w:w) -  n las(th,), (4)
             Q g

                1

         Ilil(ib) 
-

 zl exp{A2bA.(9)tb'}.  (s)

Accordingly, the posteriori is given as

logP(V""IYI"W) =
 togP(VIY)  

=
 NlogIWI

+ £  log Ri{2  diqdOEk') } + AE  thqAs (Y)di,T +  C.
 le,i,g d q

Since [yPWI{ki} has been pre-whitened, we  have uncor-
relatedness  and  unit  variance  of the S(kt) . Aceerdingly,
the fo11owing relation,  i.e.,

 III-IE{gST}I-iiitllANE{zt'W[ypm]T}IIAIItuT[, (6)

means  that IW[ is constant.  In order  to optimize  the
likelihood under  the eonstraint  1 1w,1 1 =  1, we  define the
criterion  by using  the  Lagrange multiplier,

      L  =  log P(Vi"I9) +  Z  c!,(Qb,ab:  - 1) (7)
                   q

with  its first-order difierential with  respect  to abgd being

oL  ologp(vvly)
ediqd 

=:

 odi,d 
+2agdigd

  =,  
-NEIg(abqV)gd]

 +  2Adiq[As(Y)]d +  2agdiqd (8)

                                 (12)
      

-NE[g'
 (tb,ij)] + 2ag + 2AIAs (Y)]dd

By taking an  adaptive  learning rate,  fixed-point algo-
rithm  may  provide fhster and  more  robust  estimation

than the natural  gradient method  which  uses  a  fixed
                  A Js

learning rate.  If we  let g(S)  and  g (S) to denote the                               '

element-wise  c.algulation  of  functiops g(x) and  g (.x) on

sources  S ==  LVY,  we  have NE[g  (di,V)] =  [g (S)1]q･
We  further simplify  the update  rule  as

         TiX- ¢ o[g(S)VT-C'W],  (13)
         r l

by defining G  =  diag{NE[g {abqM]lq =  1,''',Q}
                             '

and  a  Q x  D  matrix  O with  04d :=:  [-C, +  2ag  +

2A[A.(i')]dd]-i. The symbol  o  defines the component-
wise  multiplication  of  two  matrices.  The  algorithm  is

given in Table 1. Finally, we  have  de-mixed  source  fis

      S =  S =  fuS, ==  lijATPVPWY ..  WY  (14)

and  de-mixing  bases as  W  =  Li'ATVVpw,

2.3 Apply  slCA  to Expression  Recognition

                                
Tr,ikm:

                                rekMln,

         '

with  g(x) ==  Ili(x)IRi(x). In a  vector  form of differen-
tial, we  derive

eL
   

-th
 -NE[g(QDqY)g'] +2Aibq[As(S7)] +  2aqthq. (9)odi

  q[[b

 maximize  the  criterion,  we  set  the  first-order differ-

ential  to  zero,  i,e.,OLIOdiq =  0, under  the  cunstraint

1lwqll =  1 and  obtain  ae, Le.,

 O =2a,tb,tb:  -  NE[g(tb,g)g']zbg + 2ATb,[A.(9)ldi:,

   Naq
 
:=:
 
-li-E[g(nd,ti)to,g]

 
-
 AiD,[A.(9)]dig, <lo)

The second-order  gradient is

  02L ,

      =  -NE[g  (th,ti)ti31 +  2A[As(Y)]dd +  2ag
  adi,2d

      sv -NE[g'(ib,ij)1 +  2A[A.(9)]dd +  2a,. (11)

Finally, the fixed-point update  rule  for thgd reads

           OL a2L
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Figure 2: A  block diagram for the processing flows in
beth the learning phase  and  the running  phase of  facial
expression  recognition.  All input image  data will  be
normalized  in face position and  histogram-equalized.

 We  perform  slCA  on  the PCA  coeficierrts  Y  instead

of directly on  the image data X  where  Y  =  VVPCaX.
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Accordingly, the final bases for extracting  features are

computed  as  VTiF ==  WVVPC". Let g  =  [xnln E

{1,･･･ 
,ji7}]

 be the matrix  by putting  alI testing im-
ages  into different columns  and  jV be the number  of

samples  in the testing set,  We  define Z  =  {z. E

{1,･･･,K}ln E {1,･･･,jV}} as  the true classifiod la-
bels for observed  data, and  define a  recognition  rate  as

rc =  k E.N=i 6(zn, zn),  where  O-(x, y) is the Kronecker
delta. z:  is the  estimated  label value  which  is the label

of  the class whose  center  has the minimum  distance to
the current  feature vector,  i.e,,

zX  =  argminD(s.,  Wofk))
       k

and  s.  =  VVi?x.. D(=.,xb) calculates  the dis

tance between two  feature vectors,  which  is defined as
D(xa,xb)  =  1･O -  (mZ]xb)f(lx.Ilxbl). A  block diagrarn
foT thc  whole  process is given in Fig, 2,

3 ExperimentsandDiscussions

  We  will focus on  the eomparison  between slCA  and

ICA  under  same  conditions  to investigate the effect  by
introducing the prior and  by changing  hyper-parameter
A for facial expression  analysis.

3.1 ExperimentalConditions

We  use  the Japanese Fbmale Facial ExpressiDn

(JAFFE) Database [8], which  includes 213 images  in

total. These irnages are  aligned  in face position and

histogram-equalized. Some  sarnples  are  given in Fig.
3. All images  are  resized  to 64 × 80 pixels. The  goal of
recognition  is to classify  them  into neutral  face or  one  of

six  element;al  facial expressiens  suggested  by Ekman  et

al.[9], i.e., happiness, anger,  fear, disgust, sadness  and

surprise.  Numerical experiments  have been performed
on  4 randomly  selected  training sets  with  size IV be
ing 70, 80, 90 and  100, respectively.  For each  N,  a pair
of two mutually  exclusive  sets  was  created,  one  with

N  images  for training,  and  another  with  213 
-

 N  im-

ages  for testing.  Average results  over  fivetime compll-
tations from difilerent random  initializations are  com-

pared  in the present paper.

,//,,,
 

,Ii
FiguTe 3: Several normal  d samples

database. (a) Neutral Happiness
Bear (e) Disgust (f) Sadness and  (g) Surprise.
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3.2 Recognition  Rates  in slCA

Performances of  ICA  and  slCA  in facial expression

recognition  are  compared  in Fig.4 for classifying  al1
testing datasets. Fbr comparison,  performances of

PCA  and  MDA  (a multi-class  extension  of  Iinear dis-
criminant  amalysis)  are  also  compared  in eur  experi-

ments.  R £ cognition  rate  r. is plotted as  a function of

q with  hyper-parameter X being set to O.35 ad  hoc. In
our  experiments  of  facial expression  recognition,  ICA
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      (b) De-mixing  eomponents  from  slCA

Figure  6: Degrees  of  class  separation  d,(w)  are  com-

pared  on  components  from slCA  and  classical  ICA,
Number  of  components  e is set  to 10. E&ch bar
represents  one  compenent,  Five components  with

highest d.(w) appear  in (b).
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outperforms  PCA  in all cases. The  reason  is thought

to be that facial expression  is mainly  caused  by local
variations  which  are  less significant  in PCA  bases than
those global variations,  e.g., pose variation,  lighting,
and  personal difference, ete.

  Our slCA  significantly  improves the robustness  of

performance  under  a  much  smaller  number  of compa

nents.  With  this characteTistic  of  slCA,  it is possible
to derive a small  subset  of independent components

that  are  distinctive in classification,  which  will  signifi

icantly reduee  the  training time  when  dealing with  a

large training dataset. A smaller  set  of  independent

components  alse  speeds  up  the running  phase of  recog-

nition, Cempared  to MDA,  slCA  increases the recogni-

tion rate  by 5 peints in ayerage  for all  testing datasets.

Tab]e 1: slCA  by fixed-point] algorithm

3.3 CharacteristicsofslCA

a)  Behavior  under  Different Hyper-parameter  A

We  plot recognition  rate  r. as a  functien of A at differ-
ent  number  of  cornponents  Q  for N  =  80 in Fig.5(a}.
With the  increasing of  A, the  robustness  of recognition

rate  r.  against  smal1  number  of  components  e  could  be
irnproved. The  transition of recognitioll  rate  r.  w.r.t.

hyper-paraJneter A appear  in Fig,5(b), which  shows

that too  large A causes  a  heavy  bias on  the  sparse-

ness  of  the obtained  independent  cemponents  and  then

deterioTates the result.  A  tradeoff between the sparse-
ness  and  the  discrimination degree should  be taken to
achieve  the  best results.

b)  Degree  of  Separation in slCA

We  define the degree of  class  separation  d.(w) =

wM}(Y)wT  for de-mixing component  w.  In Fig.6, all

components  derived by slCA  are  compared  to those de-
rived  by ICA  in d,(w). slCA  achieves  higher degrees of
class  separation  than  ICA  for alrnost all components.

A  common  feature between components  of  high d,(w)
is that they  both emphasize  on  some  facial parts, e.g.,
eyebrows,  cheeks,  meuth  corners,  etc., that are  thought
to be essential  in understanding  facial expressions,

4 Conclusion  and  EUture  Work

  We  have proposed  a  supervised  ICA  for faeial ex-

pressien recognition  by performing  the feature selection
aleng  with  the learning of  ICA. We  include a  selective

prior defined on  the scatter  matrix  into ICA  and  derive
the learning rule  in a  fixed-point algorithm,  Numerical

experiments  show  that our  method  outperforms  ICA,

especially  in increasing the recognition  rai]e  under  a

median  number  of independent components.  Our fu-
ture works  include the  decision of optirnal  A and  the
investigation on  various  priors.
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